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Question: 1.Can you please explain why the probability of finding a particle in a region is
linked to the wavefunction ?

(i) Remeber,“Why did the wave equation and wave function came in?” Primarily due to the fact that
particles have wave nature. After Schrodinger gave wave equation and expalined H atom levels,
among other things, people were asking what does wave function represent? If you go by anology
with light waves it must represent something equivalent to intensity. But for particles, we do not
have this concept of intensity.
Basic problem here is that you should never, never use both particle and wave pictures simulatneously

(ii) Intensity of a wave gets translated into number of particles. What does intense beam of light mean in
terms of photons? More intensity means more photons. In a situation that light is more intense at one
position compared to some other position, it means we are receiving more photons at the first place
than at the second place.

(iii) When we want to describe a single particle, say an electron, the expressionmore particles gets translated
into more probability for the particle to be around the first place as compared to the second place.

Everything falls into place you recall that intensity is proportional to absolute square of the amplitude.

(iv) But all this explanation can be given only because we know the correct answer now and because the
fog has been cleared by the masters long back.

(v) Originally, what route was taken, and how Born arrived at the correct explanation is matter of research
in histotry.

Question: I understand that term probability is used when there are n equally likely outcomes
of an event which has has ′m′ favourable ones and we simply write it as m/n. !! How is it
concluded that probability = |amplitude|2 ?

(i) This is not always the case that one must assign equal probability to all possible outcomes of an
experiment.

(ii) Take a dice and suppose out of eight sharp corners, we file and make four of them a little round,
will you still say that there is equal probability of getting number 1 to 6 ?

Question: 2. Why is that we have to multiply wave function with its complex conjugate but
not with itself while determining the amplitude. I don’t understand when it is told that is done
as probability is real.

(i) Basically the answer is that “This is what works and explains the experimental facts”.
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(ii) Let my try to explain.

(iii) That probability must be real is not under dispute. I suppose your question is why not some thing
else?

(iv) So, if we take ψ2, as you have suggested, the probability can become complex, once complex wave
functions are accepted. But the question still remains, “Why not other real expressions involving
ψ(x)?”

(v) Initially it was thought that the absolute square of wave function represents the charge density of
an electron. (Schrodinger)

(vi) The probability interpretation was given by Max Born when he was trying to formulate scattering
problem in QM. He tried various things including |ψ|. To know how he arrived at |ψ|2 will require
some research into historical articles written by experts.

I will send you. I do not have all my books here in Hyderabad. When I get back to Bhubneswar,
I may send you more details.

Meanwhile I am sending an old report, an article on contributions of Heisenberg. I

hope you will enjoy. Share it with your friends.

Comment: We have done fair amount of quantum mechanics last semester(7th) but the basics
still remain mystery for me. Please help in understanding these sir.

You are most welcome to send more questions and remarks, and continue this ’Dialogue’.


